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Annex 1. Testing algorithms  
 

 
Figure 1. Proposed testing algorithm for suspected cases of arbovirus infection identified within seven days of onset of symptoms 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Proposed testing algorithm for suspected cases of arbovirus infection more than one week after onset of symptoms 

Collect blood and urine 
(keep a portion of blood as the first of a pair of serum samples) 

RT-PCRs for DENV, CHIK, ZIKV sequential or parallel testing 

A negative result for any PCR test does not conclusively rule out the infection  

Result for multiplex reactions Interpretation 

ZIKV pos, DENV neg, CHIK neg ZIKV confirmed case 

ZIKV neg, DENV pos, CHIK neg DENV confirmed case 

ZIKV neg, DENV neg, CHIK pos CHIK confirmed case 

ZIKV pos and/or DENV pos or CHIK pos Co-detection and ZIKV confirmed case 

If sequential testing is 
adopted, prioritize testing to 
the epidemiological context 

of circulating flaviviruses  

Collect blood (serology and RT-PCR) and urine (only RT-PCR) where possible 

if more than one week after onset of symptoms  

(If collecting paired serum samples†, allow 2-3 weeks between samples) 

RT-PCR for ZIKV virus on urine and blood 

Positive PCR 

Zika confirmed case 

Test for IgM to DENV, CHIK and ZIKV, and other flaviviruses circulating where 

the exposure occurred 

†For paired serum samples, a four-fold rise in IgM in the absence of a rise in antibody titre to other flaviviruses is further evidence of recent Zika virus infection 

Negative PCR  

Zika virus infection not 

definitively ruled out  

 * Final interpretation of result should be done in conjunction with clinical presentation 

Result Laboratory interpretation* 

ZIKV pos, DENV neg, CHIK neg ZIKV probable case 

ZIKV neg, DENV pos, CHIK neg DENV probable case 

ZIKV neg, DENV neg, CHIK pos CHIK probable case 

ZIKV pos, DENV neg, CHIK pos ZIKV Probable case + CHIK co-infection 

ZIKV pos, DENV pos and/or CHIK pos Probable flavivirus infection+ CHIK co-

infection 

  

Other specimen types for RT PCR: 

urine < 30 days, 

semen < 60 days 


